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THE CLOSED IDEALS OF SOME DIRICHLET AND HYPO-DIRICHLET ALGEBRAS ROBERT G. BLUMENTHAL Abstract.
We characterize the closed ideals of (i) the Dirichlet algebras discovered by A. Browder and J. Wermer and (ii) the hypoDirichlet algebras discovered recently by A. G. Brandstein. Our results show that the class of closed ideals of each of these algebras is surprisingly restricted.
We consider algebras of functions defined by means of singular maps. A homeomorphism y> of one circle onto another of radius r is called singular if f maps a Borel set of Lebesgue measure zero onto a set of measure 2nr. If AT is a compact subset of C with boundary dK, we denote by AK the subalgebra of C(dK) of all functions which admit continuous extensions to K, analytic on the interior of K.
Let A={zeC:|z|^l}, the closed unit disc, T=dA, and A0=AA. Let q be a singular homeomorphism of T onto itself. Define A0(q) = {feA0: f°qeA0}. Then A is a Dirichlet algebra (i.e. Cl[Re A0(q)]=CR(T)) [3] , and a maximal closed subalgebra of A0 [1] . Suppose next that A is a closed subalgebra of C(X) containing 1 and that G is a group of homeomorphisms of X onto itself, such that figeA for every feA, geG. For Ss C(X) set S a={feS:fig=f for every geG}. 
